Existing Database Upload:
Do you have an already existing database in excel that would like to upload to REDCap? We have developed some resource material to help you
accomplish this. The below steps are meant for a user new to REDCap. Alternative approaches are possible using the data dictionary (Penn State
link)
Below is an example of a data set in excel with some common variables you might want to import. Some are categorical (female vs male),some
are continuous (BMI, height), and some may require a special format (date of birth, email, phone number).

1) First create a data form (also called instrument) in REDCap that lists the variables in the data set you are trying to import. Ideally, the
form should list the variables in the same order of your data set. Some important points:
a. Variable names should be kept as simple as possible, while still being descriptive.
b. Variable names that are composed of more than one word must include an underscore between words (i.e. first name should
appear first_name).
c. Formats for export and import in REDCap are CSV (comma separated values), it is critical to avoid the use of commas, when
creating your variables and database for upload.
d. Do not include calculated fields as part of your form if you are trying to upload a database.
e. Below are examples of how to create some common variable types.

Be careful to indicate when a variable is an identifier (example name, address), this will help with data export and PHI requirements later.

For categorical variables like gender, it is best to start the count at 0 and increment up with choices (ie, 0, 1, 2, 3) rather than starting with 1 (i.e.
1, 2, 3, 4). Starting at 0 will make analyzing data easier later.

When possible include validations (email, telephone, date…). This is especially helpful for quality control with large datasets. This helps verify
you have the appropriate values in the appropriate places. If all your variable fields were simply text you could mistakenly upload email values to
the gender category.

For continuous variables use the text box field type. It is good practice to include validation for numbers you have a good idea of an appropriate
range, to avoid inputting incorrect data.

2) Once you have all of your variables entered in the form you can export your data import template to fill in your data. Under the
Applications tool bar is Data Import Tool.

3) Now notice the difference between the data import template (top) and your original data set (bottom). The variable names are
different. There is also a record_id variable inserted in the first column and a demographics_complete variable in the last column.

You can now move your original data set to fill in the template for the appropriate variables in excel.
4) IMPORTANT: Your formatted variables (i.e. date, phone number, email) and your categorical variables must exactly match the way you
defined them in the form.
5) For example in my original form I had address broken up into individual columns for street, city, state and zip. In the form I had originally
defined address as a single text box. I will need to update the form to include this expanded form of the address to import the data
correctly.
6) Now notice I have 3 different formats for phone number in my original dataset. These will have to be updated to be in the identical
format defined in my form (US Format is the default).

7) CATEGORICAL VARIABLES: I also have race for one of my data points spelled incorrectly. Further, the way Pacific Island is defined is not
identical to how it is defined in my form. If these were formatted variables (telephone and email) we would be concerned; however,
how we treat categorical variables when importing is different than the formatted variables such as telephone and email. When
importing categorical variables into REDCap the variable must reflect the number it was given when you defined it in the data form. I.E.
Female will appear as “0”, Male will appear as “1”, White will appear as “4” and Pacific Islander will appear as “2” see the example below

8) REMINDER: Commas should not be included in any variable entries. The format for the data import and export are CSV (comma
separated values) and an extra comma in a data point will throw off the data upload.

9) Finally we will need to assign a record ID. Each record ID number needs to be unique. For a data base upload you can include
incremented values (1, 2, 3, 4, etc). This column is similar to the row number in excel. Otherwise, specific unique values can be included.
A unique coded patient number may be helpful for interpreting the data points later.
10) Now our reformatted data for upload should look like this and be saved in CSV format!

Now you are ready for data upload. This is done in the same screen that the data template was downloaded from (Data Import Tool)

